PROGRAM ENHANCEMENT

FLEET TRACKING
Respond faster, minimize phone time, and
optimize fleet productivity with real-time
fleet status.
Keeping your fleet on point is key to providing a
five-star customer experience. Lytx® Fleet Tracking
works directly with your Lytx DriveCam® program,
making it easy to achieve both customer satisfaction
and driver safety—without breaking the bank.

Improve customer service and
satisfaction
Increase fleet efficiency by
managing driver productivity
Streamline fleet management
by improving vehicle use and
on-time performance

This material is intended to be a broad overview of the subject matter and is provided for informational purposes only. Old Republic Contractors Insurance Group, Inc. does not endorse
or recommend any products or services nor does it make any representation or warranty regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information. Old Republic Contractors
Insurance Group, Inc. shall have no liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss, action or inaction alleged to be caused directly or indirectly as a result of
the information contained herein.

PROGRAM ENHANCEMENT: FLEET TRACKING

Become a fleet efficiency master
Immediate fleet status helps you respond faster, minimize phone time, and
optimize fleet productivity. Fleet Tracking is built to work on mobile devices,
making managing your fleet convenient and seamless, so it’s a snap to keep your
customers happy.

DID YOU KNOW?
One phone call can drain 23
minutes from your workday.
Lytx GPS Fleet Tracking is a
low-cost way to help minimize
phone time wasted on locating a
driver and then getting back to
the customer.

Real-time status with Google Maps,
Traffic and Street View
Lytx Fleet Tracking works to track the status
of every vehicle in your fleet, 24/7. With
visibility to arrival, idle, and departure times,
you can make fast decisions that can improve
your fleet’s productivity.

Real-time Tracking

Find your closest driver
SOURCE:
The Cost of Interrupted Work:
More Speed and Stress
https://www.ics.uci.edu/~gmark/
chi08-mark.pdf

All customers are time-sensitive. Locating
the driver closest to your service destination
is a snap with Fleet Tracking—helping you
respond as quickly as possible.

Route history for every trip
See every point of your driver’s route,
including speeding incidents, and how long
they spent at each stop.

History

Set boundaries for your fleet
Custom geo-fences let you choose approved
areas, routes, and business hours for your
fleet. Immediate alerts notify you when
vehicles break those rules.

Lower the high cost of idle time

Geofence

A typical heavy-duty engine burns nearly
a gallon of fuel per hour when idling. Use
Lytx Fleet Tracking to help you quickly spot
excessive idle time so you can reduce fuel
costs. Easy-to-set alerts let you know when a
vehicle has been idle for ten minutes or more.

FOR MORE DETAILS
Contact the Lytx Team at
844.582.2886 or by email at
channelsales@lytx.com
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TRY FLEET TRACKING FOR 90 DAYS
Add Fleet Tracking to your DriveCam® safety program.
lytx.com/GPS
*Vehicles requiring complex installation or ECM connectivity may require additional parts and
labor (sold separately).

